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Invidiata Homes & Lifestyle, a leading luxury real estate
and lifestyle magazine, curates exclusive content featuring
influential people, places and products. It speaks to the
affluent, cultured and passionate individual in the GTA.
Published quarterly, the magazine brings you the latest trends
in home, design, travel, fashion, automotive and much more.
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AREAS OF
DISTRIBUTION
60k

copies per year hand
delivered to highincome homes in
Burlington, Oakville,
Mississauga and
Toronto.

4k

16k

100k
COPIES
printed per year

copies per year
displayed on
newsstands and
through high end
local merchants
and offices.

• High-profile corporate leaders,
influencers and decision-makers
• Average household income of

12k

copies per year
distributed to The
Invidiata Team, our
marketing partners
and their clients.

copies
per year
distributed
through
Hotel X
Toronto’s
library and
top suites.

READERSHIP

$210,000+
• Median Age: 30 - 55
• Audience: 44% Male, 56% Female
• 135,000 readers per issue
(4.5 readers per copy)
• Hand delivered to high-income
homes in the following areas:

4k

copies per year shipped directly to high
end businesses through Canada Post.

4k

copies per year distributed through
the Air Canada Maple Leaf Lounge at
Toronto Pearson International Airport.

The Bridle Path, Forest Hill, Hoggs
Hollow, Etobicoke, Doulton Drive,
Mississauga Road, Gordon Woods,
Lorne Park, Port Credit, Mineola,
Southeast Oakville, Burlington’s
Roseland, Shoreacres, Northshore,
The Bluffs, and more

To advertise, please call 289.337.0765 or visit preferredpublishing.ca

RATES
& DATES

AD SPECS
Publication Trim Size | 9” x 10 7/8”
Page Count | 124+
PUR Perfect Bound, Soft Touch Cover

Single Page

Double Page

1x

4x

Non-Bleed

9” x 10.875”

18” x 10.875”

Single Page Ad

$3,600

$3,200

With Bleed

9.25” x 11.125”

18.25” x 11.125”

Double Page Spread

$6,400

$6,000

Live Area

8” x 9.875”

17” x 9.875”

Inside Cover Single Page Ad

$5,000

$4,600

Inside Cover Double Page Spread

$7,800

$7,400

Back Cover Full Page Ad

$6,800

$6,400

$2000/page

$1600/page

Advertorial (Minimum of 4 Pages)

DESIGN FEES AND TERMS: Marketing partnership does not include design or images. Ad design
is available at $100/hour and stock images are available at a cost per image depending on license.
PAYMENT TERMS: Payable at time of material deadline each issue via Credit Card or Cheque.
Please make all cheques payable to 7644574 Canada Inc. acting as Preferred Publishing.
PARTNER COPIES: 20 copies are available to each marketing partner. Requests for additional
copies can be made and agreed upon.

WINTER 2020/21

SUMMER 2021

Booking Deadline: October 21
Material Deadline: October 28
In Circulation: December - March

Booking Deadline: April 28
Material Deadline: May 5
In Circulation: June - September

SPRING 2021

FALL 2021

Booking Deadline: February 3
Material Deadline: February 10
In Circulation: March - June

Booking Deadline: August 4
Material Deadline: August 11
In Circulation: September - December

*NOTE: The bleed size listed above is the page trim size with
1/8” minimum bleed added to all sides. It is not the trim size.
Please make sure that copy does not run into the gutter on
double page spreads or get too close to the edge of the page.
Please leave at least a 1/2” margin on all sides.

GUIDELINES
If you are submitting your own artwork,
ensure that you send us a high
resolution PDF that includes bleed but
no crop/registration marks or the colour
bar. All images should be in CMYK.
Please direct all materials and
specification inquiries to the publishers:

289.337.0765
info@preferredpublishing.ca

FEATURED

EDITORIAL SECTIONS
Each issue of Invidiata Homes & Lifestyle features an exclusive editorial section based on the theme
of the magazine. We have previously featured a Wedding Venue Spotlight, Toronto Fashion Week’s
Top 5 Designers, Private School Guide, Luxury Automotive Buying Guide, and many more sections.

TORONTO, ON

Every corner of this venue offers
awe-inspired views perfect for taking
dynamic photos. The happy couple
can capture the timeless lake views,
historical artifacts from 1837, the popular
glass floor, or ballroom extravagance.
This one-of-a-kind space is conveniently
located minutes from Billy Bishop airport
and major highways. Guests are invited

Extravagant,
Personalized,
Impeccable

to enjoy brunch with the newlyweds
the next day by booking one of the 404
available rooms on sight.
Hotel X Toronto truly celebrates
individuality and takes every measure to
ensure your wedding day is how you’ve
always imagined it would be - down to
the very last detail.

We can’t thank Hotel X
enough for everything
they did to make our wedding
planning process and day of run so
smoothly! They were a pleasure to
work with. We had a perfect day!!

Extravagant views, personalized
themes, and impeccable attention
to detail only begin to describe the
magical wedding experience offered at
Hotel X Toronto. This distinctive venue
allows the bride and groom to choose
from a plethora of romantic settings to
celebrate their love, for example, an art
gallery, a theatre room, grand ballrooms,
and a picturesque outdoor space
with lakefront views. Themed rooms,
designed to capture the essence of the
bride and groom, are then personalized
to represent their unique love story. The
ceremony, cocktail hour, and reception
are encouraged to take place in different
settings to maximize the experience.

— Joanna & Tariq
I wanted to express
our sincere thanks for
a fabulous event. It was perfectly
beautiful. The compliments about
the venue were most impressive.
The staff did an outstanding job
and we received many compliments
about them from our guests.

— Marc & Marie

To ensure the special day flows with
ease, the bride and groom will prepare
for their wedding day in the 850 square
foot bridal and groom respective suites.
Matt Black, Director of Marketing and
Revenue, explains, “Each suite offers
ample space and is equipped with
every last detail the wedding party
could desire. This attention to detail was
intentionally designed so the bride and
groom can move through their carefully
planned day with ease. Our mission is to
ensure each wedding is incredibly well
thought out from beginning to end.”
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Thank you all for making
our day so perfect and
beautiful. It went by too fast but
we loved every second of it. We’ve
received so many compliments
from the decor, to the food, to the
amazing band and photos. We
are forever grateful to Hotel X for
making our day one we will always
remember.

Magical wedding experience

hotelxtoronto.com | 647-943-9300 | weddings@hotelxtoronto.com

upon which their many successes have
grown. Celebrated thinkers and cultural
contributors such as Mariko Tamaki,
Jane Urquhart, Margot Kidder, Linda
Frum, Rachel Blanchard, Claire Mowat,
and Indrani Pal-Chaudhuri, among many
others, have matriculated at Havergal.

Havergal
College

GRADES: JK – 12 • GENDER: Girls
LIVING: Day (JK to Grade 12) & Boarding (Grades 9 to 12)

Given the epic urban sprawl of Canada’s economic
and cultural centre, it’s difficult to imagine a vibrant
and spacious oasis within Toronto’s concrete jungle.
Fortunately, Havergal College prides itself on such
imagination, and so among the hustle and bustle of
an international cosmopolis, you’ll find the beautiful
22-acre Havergal College campus. The largest
girls’ school campus in the city—and an institution
that has been educating young women since
1894—Havergal boasts a natural tree-lined ravine

that embraces the campus, plus lush green
fields and a mix of contemporary and heritage
architecture that traces the history and
excellence of Toronto itself.
Havergal College is the ideal place for girls
of Toronto to situate themselves on their
educational journeys to becoming young women.
The campus boasts extensive facilities and
provides the setting for our excellent academic
programs and co-curricular activities. Havergal
students enjoy verdant playing fields, tennis
courts, landscaped quads, woodland paths, and
ample space to walk, run, think, talk and learn.
Furthermore, Havergal is where generations
of young women have built the foundation

1451 Avenue Rd, Toronto, ON
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416.483.3519

havergal.on.ca

But celebrity and aesthetic do not
build generations of excellence.
That comes from 125 years of
a unique understanding of the
privilege and responsibility of
educating young women. As
Havergal’s Executive Director of
Strategic Enrollment Management,
Maggie Houston-White, notes:
“We know how to motivate girls
(which is different than how you
motivate boys). Even our athletic
coaches are trained in this way.
Being in an all-girls school means
that you continuously have female
role models all around you. The
Captain of the Chess team is a girl.
The Captain of the Soccer team is
a girl. The Captain of the Robotics
team is a girl. It allows you to see
that you can be anything that you
want. And the girls grow up here not
even realizing that it’s just the way
that it is. It gives them the confidence
so when they leave here, they don’t
question anything. They just do.”

Some automobiles are made for function
and family. Some are built for utility and
practicality. Some are born of ambition and
evolution. Some are simply conveniences,
conveyances, cars. But some, a select few,
are built to test the limits of engineering, to
reach heights once only dreamt of, to redefine
our very concept of style and speed.

@HavergalCollege

Some.
But only one is the Mercedes-AMG
GT R Coupe.

The 2019 Mercedes-AMG GT R Coupe is everything
you’d expect from an iconic luxury automobile manufacturer
with the highest standards for its discerning drivers. A
handcrafted AMG 4.0L Biturbo V8 Engine compliments
the AMG SPEEDSHIFT 7-Speed Dual Clutch Transmission
(DCT) and AMG TRACTION CONTROL. The AMG High
Performance Braking System eases the vehicle into each
curve, each turn. Styled as one would expect with a carbon
fibre roof and engine compartment cover, 19”/20” AMG
5-twin-spoke forged wheels, Nappa Leather and DINAMICA
upholstery. Add in the patented COMAND online navigation
with Mercedes-Benz apps and a rearview camera and blind
spot assist, this tribute to automotive excellence can take
you everywhere – in style and in a hurry.

KEY FACTS

@HavergalCollege

@HavergalCollege

• Home
& Design

Handcrafted AMG 4.0L Biturbo
V8 Engine

19”/20” AMG 5-Twin-Spoke
Forged Wheels

AMG SPEEDSHIFT 7-Speed Dual
Clutch Transmission (DCT)

Carbon Fibre Engine
Compartment Cover

AMG TRACTION CONTROL

Nappa Leather/DINAMICA Upholstery

AMG High Performance Braking System

COMAND Online Navigation w/ MB Apps

Carbon Fibre Roof

Rear View Camera & Blind Spot Assist

• Private
Schools
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FALL

sense of style in each room. A Toronto Life
photographer saw the result and featured
the colourful designs in the Small Spaces
section of the magazine. After this exposure,
her refreshing new take on design was
in demand.

A liberal arts
foundation
that fosters an attitude of inquiry and a mind open
to new ideas and varied perspectives.

Forum for

change,

Photo: Koko

where students indulge in the school’s
tradition of giving back to the community.

As her career grew, television opportunities
began to present themselves. Tiffany has
appeared on HGTV’s Home To Win and Buy
It, Fix It, Sell It with additional opportunities on
the horizon. Tiffany says, “TV shows allow me
to show people what is possible on a larger
scale. I have become known as the designer
who does things differently – I represent
people who are slightly left of center and
who think outside the box.” Tiffany is excited
to continue to bring joy to others through
her love of colour, her playful approach to
design, and of course, a sprinkle of glitter.

What excites you about
interior design?

• Luxury
Autos

Experiential learning
opportunities through:
Community Partnerships, Student Exchange
Program, Global Excursions and Day 9
(experiential learning days).

tiffanypratt.com
heart@tiffanypratt.com

Athletics, music, drama, dance, Model UN, debate,
Harry Potter Club, DECA (Developing Excellence
Celebrating Achievement), student publications,

45+ student clubs and dozens of
unique co-curricular opportunities.

22 acre tree-lined campus

network of over

@HavergalCollege

SPRING

SUMMER

The 2019 GT R Coupe is a bullet, a sleek, silky, finelycrafted Mercedes that is for drivers who crave the feel
of an F1 speedster and the style that can only come from
one of the world’s preeminent automobile makers, who for
100 years have been reimagining the luxury marketplace.
To say that the GT R Coupe is like nothing you’ve ever
driven would be an understatement, as aerodynamic
as anything on the road, as graceful as anything you’ve
ever dreamt of putting in your driveway. Forget mileage.
Forget sticker price. Forget 0 to 100. This coupe eschews
expectations in favour of ambition. This isn’t a car. It’s
a daydream.
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with 6 tennis courts, 3 sports fields, 2 outdoor
classrooms, 1 amphitheatre, 25-metre long swimming
pool, 6 kW solar panels, indoor rock climbing wall,
Fitness Centre designed for the needs of women,
a theatre and 5 Harkness classrooms.

continuously
have female
role models all
around you.

CALENDAR

GT R
COUPE

NoteWorthy

ideal place for girls
to situate themselves
on their journey to
becoming young women.

EDITORIAL

441 North Service Road, Burlington
(905) 632-4222 • mercedes-benz-burlington.ca

— Michelle & Brandon

EDUCATING YOUNG
WOMEN SINCE 1894

GET CONNECTED

And they
lived happily
ever after...

FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR TO SCHEDULE
A PRIVATE TEST DRIVE, CONTACT
MERCEDES-BENZ BURLINGTON.

2019
MERCEDES-AMG

2021

9500 alumnae,

Tiffany O
Pratt

ne word that describes
designer and artist
Tiffany Pratt is vibrant!
You can’t look at Tiffany’s
designs without returning to
your childhood sense of wonder
regarding art, colour, and good old
fashion fun.

One word that describes
designer and artist
Tiffany Pratt is vibrant!

accomplished women located in more than
70 countries around the world.

Starting out in New York City, Tiffany
worked in fashion and learned
the inner workings of running a
business. After ten years, Tiffany
wanted to share her love of art
with a broader audience, so she
opened her successful Toronto
based business Glitter Pie. Glitter
Pie allowed art lovers of all ages
to create and play in her sparkly

Photo: Lauren Kolyn

studio. This business venture
allowed Tiffany to expand her
knowledge of product distribution
and manufacturing. Tiffany remarks,
“I learned so much from both my
NYC experience in fashion and
running Glitter Pie. I am not a
formally trained designer, so I tend
to experiment with colour, texture,
and ideas more than most. I feel
fortunate to share my excitement
for art and design with many
beautiful souls.”
Tiffany’s career in interior design
began to soar when a friend
asked her to design her home.
With delight, Tiffany took on the
project, inserting her whimsical

Instagram:
@thetiffanypratt

Photo: Leon’s Furniture

Photo: Nikki McKean

“I have become known as the
designer who does things differently”

Each home has a story;
you have to recognize and
honour the story

Colour enhances your
mood and makes you smile!

WINTER
• Wedding
& Travel
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PRODUCT

SHOWCASE
Want your products to stand out? Purchase a product feature spread in lieu of a regular ad.

2

Assessment
BY MIKE SPRY

1

A wristwatch isn’t simply a timepiece. It’s an affectation, an
accessory, an appendage. The mode by which we document the
inevitable march forward toward infinity defines our relationship
to the weight of minutes, hours, days. Luxury watchmakers
are craftspeople, who take pride in knowing that they
will be the guardian of your calendar, ensuring each
moment is treasured in chronicle. Time is precious.
It deserves attention.

3
2 | FALL 2019

4

7

6
5

Knar Jewellery Gives You the Time

Wrist

1. ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL
DAY-DATE 36
The iconic watchmaker’s latest is the
descendant of the original waterproof
1926 Rolex Oyster and late '50s Swiss
ingenuity which offered the first
calendar wristwatch indicating the
time, date and day – all notable
from a guaranteed waterproof depth
of 100 metres. This appendage of
affluence is available in 18 ct yellow,
white or Everose gold with singular
dials and gem-set bezels.
And, as a dividend for those with
discerning tastes who invest and
trust in Rolex, the latest offering
from the world's most celebrated
watchmaker is a new-generation
movement entirely born of ingenuity
and century-old attention to precision
and perfection. This watch is the
reason Rolex is synonymous with
timepiece perfection.
2. FRÉDÉRIQUE CONSTANT
DOUBLE HEART BEAT
Since 1988, this Genevan
manufacturer of luxury wristwatches
has established itself as an industry
force through elegance and acumen.
This edition flaunts a delicate
colimaçon decoration and 26 jewels
are underscored by a rose gold-plated
case with 40 diamonds and a convex
sapphire crystal. The dial features
a unique sunray decoration, eight
applied diamonds, and three rose
gold-plated indexes.
3. GRAND SEIKO SBGK005
Innovation knows no borders. The
Grand Seiko was introduced in 1960,
and the industry landscape hasn’t
been the same. The SBGK005, from
the Elegance Collection, features
a power reserve of 72 hours and
delivers an accuracy rate of +5 to
-3 seconds a day. Its slim design
is embellished by a blue Mt. Iwate
pattern dial, and Zaratsu polished
stainless steel cases highlighting
its subtle curves.

5. GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL
SeaQ PANORAMA DATE
The Glashütte name signifies
excellence and precision in the
craftsmanship of luxury timepieces.
This edition's stainless steel, polished
and satin-brushed case (waterproof
up to 30 bar) with rotating bezel is
accented by a sapphire glass back
and a galvanic blue with sunray finish
dial with Super-LumiNova for optimum
visibility in all conditions, in all
elements, at all depths.

tylish furniture design of the 1960s
to 1980s meet Pop Art splashes
of colour in an unconventional
and sophisticated mix. Shelves
become gallery spaces and a
collection of decorative objects

POP

showcase the life of a cosmopolitan spirit with
a soft spot for Andy Warhol. Chairs and sofas
capture all of the attention with a fascinating
clash of fabrics and styles. Achieve the Modern
Pop look by working with our design experts at
KARE Design Toronto.

GET THE
LOOK

6. Deco Figurine Monkey Gorilla: $229

This mirror is the sign of a golden age. The multi-layered,
gold-coloured mirror elements are arranged like the sun’s
rays around the reflecting surface. Product number: 79184

You’ll stand out clearly from the crowd with this
decorative accessory! The appealing Monkey
Gorilla is available in different sizes and
colours. Product number: 61446

4. Deco Object Flamingo Road: $169

In spite of its impressive size, Zoom looks light and airy.
An elegant enrichment for the living room, dining room
or bedroom. Product number: 83949

A life-size flamingo sculpture. Handmade, realistic,
elegant and impressive. Product number: 63946
5. Carpet Powers Colore: $1,439

2. Sofa Element Wave Orange: $1,439 per unit

KARE DESIGN TORONTO | KARE-TORONTO.COM | (647) 350-5273 | 553 QUEEN ST. W, TORONTO

The do-it-yourself sofa with Seventies spirit. Individually
an armchair, as a pair it becomes a couch, six of them
form a seating group. Product number: 83664

Rate: $6,000

Style
Guide

A flamboyant impact of form and material. The round
pieces of cowhide in natural shades ranging from light
to dark will add a special, cosy atmosphere to the room.
Product number: 61541

7. Jupiter Coffee Table: $1,469
A modern, futuristic glass table with a strikingly
designed base made of gold-coloured stainless
steel. This coffee table is particularly suitable
for modern interiors. Product number: 80555

6) Cocktail Ottoman
Also Available in Leather.
Semi-Attached Seat.

6

The Tension Ring
She is practical and her taste is functional. She
loves a contemporary aesthetic and keeps things
she owns forever.

The Solitaire
Her aesthetic is clean and stylish. She appreciates elegant simplicity
and sees beauty in every day.
A diamond solitaire expresses plainly you adore her. A solitaire
design crowns the beautiful diamond as the focus for all the world to
see. A solitaire diamond ring opens up the choice for just about any
wedding band design.

This ring is a surprisingly classic style. Instead of
prongs to secure the diamond, the pressure of the
band holds it in place. This is a mesmerizing ring that
can challenge anyone's imagination.

HEARTS ON FIRE “SIGNATURE” ENGAGEMENT RING

STEVEN KRETCHMER “OMEGA” TENSION-SET RING

The Oh-So Sparkly Ring
Her taste is luxury, and her personality shines. And she likely
feels her engagement ring should encapsulate both qualities.
This platinum hand-engraved engagement ring shimmers
from every angle, with diamonds layered on diamonds. It’s
opulent and needs pairing with a wedding band that shines
just as bright.

You want the proposal to be just right, including
the engagement ring. Here are a few special things
to consider before asking her to say yes.

This is a large diamond, and she has the personality to wear it.
This 10-carat radiant-cut diamond is flanked with two matching
trapezoid-cut diamonds and set in a platinum band. This is a
show stopper, to say the least.

S T Y L E

The Pavé Halo Ring
She is attune to details. She notices the little things – and she
appreciates them, too.

The emerald cut diamond is a sophisticated look that is timeless but
fashion-forward. The micro pavé setting adds contrast and brilliance,
drawing the eye to the rare rectangular diamond.

The “Centre of My Universe” design of this ring combines
simplicity and elegance, but it doesn’t shy away from brilliance.
The band is very wearable and can be combined with other
jewellery seamlessly.

HEARTS ON FIRE “JULIETTE” THREE-STONE ENGAGEMENT RING

HEARTS ON FIRE LILIANA HALO ENGAGEMENT RING

WISH

PRODUCT PICKS / SUMMER 2019

3

The Emerald Cut Diamond
If she describes her taste as “classic with an edge,” then she may
enjoy staring at this “edgy” diamond on her finger.

She will love the timeless style and warmth that this
yellow gold design emits. With brilliant white diamonds
contrasting the yellow gold, each and every diamond
is part of a lovely cascade of brilliance with every
movement of the hand.

FOREVERMARK EMERALD-CUT HALO SOLITAIRE

FOREVERMARK HALO DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

knar.com

A COFFEE LOVERʼS

G U I D E

5

4

The Golden Band
She loves tradition, antique shopping, romance and
vintage looks with a modern twist.

That’s what these three diamonds perfectly represent. And the
setting is curved across the finger for added comfort and style.

The Three-Diamond Setting
Good things come in threes – especially for the woman loves a
touch of glam and shine, and who appreciates the past, present
and the future.

7

2

THE ONE

The Statement Diamond
She loves beautiful things and she’s not afraid to show it.
Her personal style is fashionable and she loves bold jewellery.

KNAR SIGNATURE “ÉCLAT” ENGAGEMENT RING

G U I D E

1

7

DELONGHI LA SPECIALISTA
Stunning style and a true Americano
option from Delonghi with the new
La Specialista. The Semi-Automatic
espresso machine is perfect for those
that want to release their inner barista
and master the art of coffee making,
with the option of leaving much of
the work up to the brewer itself!

JURA ENA 8 RED
Stunning and Simple, The Jura
ENA 8 is the latest addition
to the Jura lineup. The small
footprint, beautiful water tank,
colour selections and barista-quality beverages of this
machine make every morning
coffee easy to prepare at the
touch of a button.

LIST

PRESENTED BY

6

SAECO 3200

1

3. Mirror Sunflower Round: $1,349

1. Zoom Shelf Gold: $2,249

3) Tanner Sofa
Standard with Nickel metal finish. Tight
Back/Tight Seat. Also available with a
Brushed Brass metal finish.

Spending time with family. The romance of the
season. The holidays seem to spark a rise in
engagements – in fact, one in five proposals
happen in December up until Valentine's Day.
But as true as that fact may be, the real reason
to propose is her. So, you will want to choose
a ring that represents “her.” You should see her
taste and her glamour in the ring you choose.
Here are eight styles, and how to tell if this ring
is the one for your one and only.

5

PIECES FOR
A STYLISH
SUMMER

7

Made with Beech wood.
Shown in the Sheer Dove finish.
Also available in Leather.

The timing feels perfect.

JACK KELÈGE CUSHION HALO & MATCHING BAND

TOP 7

5

Features 6 soft-close drawers, brushed
brass hardware and metal accents.
Available in multiple finishes.

3

LINGO LUXE
BESPOKE’S

6

Available in Leather or Fabric.
Semi-Attached Back/Loose Seat.

5) Ackerly King Bed

2

1

S T Y L E

4

7) Halsey Manual Recliner

Also Available in Leather.
Semi-Attached Seat.

4

3
2

4) Brookwood Ottoman

2) Miller Chest

Available at Elizabeth Interiors
elizabethinteriors.com
3225 Fairview St, Burlington

6. CHOPARD HAPPY SPORT OVAL
Time knows no gender, but Chopard
does. The iconic watch and jewelry
manufacturer has specialized in ladies'
timepieces since 1860. Its Happy Sport
collection epitomizes their specific,
playful, and innovative approach to its
craft. This edition boasts twenty-seven
jewels, with two sapphire crystals,
white diamonds, and coloured stones.
Elegant, sophisticated, and timely.
7. BREITLING NAVITIMER
AUTOMATIC 41
A casual relationship with time isn’t
within an aviator’s purview. Since
1884, Breitling has outfitted discerning
wrists ten, twenty, thirty-five thousand
feet above the ground. Their Navitimer
Automatic 41 takes pride in respecting
a century of timepiece tradition and
the demands of an astute market,
powered by a COSC-certified
chronometer, and coated with
a luminescent material prominent
in all lighting conditions.

1) Millstone Console Table
Available in Dark Bronze Metal and
Calcutta Gold Marble.

Libby Langdon Collection
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Easy,
Elegant,
Everyday
Style

4. TUDOR BLACK BAY P01
There is no metric for rarity. Luxury
can’t be measured in numbers.
But time can. Tudor’s latest in the
Black Bay line exemplifies style
and function. 42mm steel case,
self-winding movement, 70 hours
of life, winding crown, waterproof
to 200m, an elegant black domed
dial accentuated by a sapphire crystal,
and completed with a satin finish.

LINEN SHORTS
Shorts are a staple of a summer
wardrobe, but how do you work them
in with your favourite sports coats
and bespoke shirts? A creased linen
pair with an elevated tab closure is
a great way to capture the spirit of
summer, while staying true to your
style ethos. Pair them with a crisp
shirt and your favourite boat shoe.
We love them for their comfort as
well as versatility.

2

UNSTRUCTURED JACKET
Simple, light and the right weight for
summer, an unstructured jacket will
elevate your summer style game.
Couple it with a breezy pair of
linen trousers or a clean short, for
all your patio lunches. We love an
unstructured jacket because a more
relaxed look exudes confidence and
comfort that comes from a mature
individual fully in control of their
personal style.

3

RAYON PRINT SHIRT
Light and breezy, a rayon shirt will
keep you cool on the hottest of days.
We recommend a fun graphic print
to maximize the seasonal impact of
the piece. Wear your rayon print shirt
on your next vacation south, or as
a fun look while you showcase your
barbeque skills for family and friends.
Because occasionally, even the most
classic wardrobes need a little pick
me up!

4

BRIGHT PLAID OR CHECK SHIRT
A classic navy and white combination
plaid or gingham check shirt is
a summer classic. We’re not
advocating you remove a staple
from your wardrobe, but we are
recommending you celebrate the
season with a fun twist for casual
Fridays or Sunday dinners. Try a little
colour and we promise you’ll find it
puts a spring in your step!

5

SILK LINEN BLAZER
You most likely can’t wear
unstructured and more casual
garments all season long, so we
suggest opting for a blazer of linen
and silk in a classic neutral or a
pastel hue. Wear it to summer
weddings or to impress at your
next major client presentation. We
guarantee you’ll love how it makes
you feel!

6

TEXTURED SHOES
Textured shoes are a great way to
add a dynamic layer to your summer
look. Croc motif, metallic and an
unexpected colour are guaranteed to
be eye-catching for a creative office
environment or date night. We love
this progressive look achieved with
minimal fuss and we’re sure you
will too.

7

POP OF COLOUR POCKET SQUARE
One of the easiest ways to add
flair to your outfit is by choosing
seasonal coloured accessories. Citrus
inspired hues in classic paisley, are
the perfect blend of both bold and
classic, allowing you to bring your
summer fun into a traditional office
space. We love the extra opportunity
to express personal style with a
pocket square, not only in colour or
print, but in how you fold it to match
your look!

LELIT BIANCA
Lelit espresso machines are designed and produced in Italy, embracing the
same technology and handcrafted style used for the commercial machines.
Encased in polished Stainless steel and real wood handles, this machine is
for the coffee aficionado that wants to make an artistic statement at home.

BREVILLE ORACLE TOUCH
The Oracle is the world's first automatic manual espresso machine that
brings true cafe quality to your home without the barista. Create up to
8 personalized coffees and swipe to your favourite on the touch screen.
Watch the magic while this brewer grinds, tamps and froths for you,
never compromising on true cafe-quality coffee.

Enjoy 5 coffees at your
fingertips, including
Cappuccino. The
newest Saeco
brewer makes
milk-based drinks
in a snap. The
all-new LatteGo
milk system was
designed with
supreme ease
in mind, stunning
looks and a price that
won’t break the bank.

SMEG KETTLE IN PINK
Italian-based Smeg is known
for its 50s retro-look appliances
designed in collaboration
with some of the world's top
architects. This electric kettle
combines iconic mid-century
style with modern features.
Available in a variety of colours
to enhance any kitchen design.

@karetoronto

Come try out any of these brewers at either location in Burlington or Ancaster

BURLINGTON:
3100 Harvester Rd #6, Burlington, ON • (905) 319-0745

ANCASTER:
1172 Wilson St W, Ancaster, ON • (905) 648-0800

ecscoﬀee.com

Includes full design of double-page spread. High resolution images (300dpi) and product descriptions must be provided.

CUSTOM

ADVERTORIALS
Advertorials include a one hour photoshoot, phone or in-person interview, and a professionally written custom story including copy editing.
All advertorials will be submitted for approval by the client prior to press, and posted to our digital platforms once the magazine is released.
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ur homes are more than
simply bricks and mortar,
drywall and appliances, and
shingles and siding. Our
homes are artifacts; living,
breathing documents of our
lives. They represent love,
family, and safety. They’re
where we celebrate
our greatest days and
mourn our most challenging defeats, where we mark
achievement and chronicle our histories. They are our
largest investment, our greatest asset. But they don’t easily
evolve like us. Homes don’t simply adapt to the calendar.
While we grow older and our family’s needs change, our
technologies change, our worlds change, we need our
homes to change with us. But given the place our homes
hold in our hearts, change is a challenge.

Placecards are a great way to add a touch of elegance to your dinner
party and to also arrange your guests to ensure the conversation
flows easily. Placing your guests at a table is an art and can certainly
make or break any dinner party. Consider similarities and differences
in personalities, but it’s not necessarily about seating similar people
together; mix it up with outgoing and perhaps quieter people next to
each other to balance the conversation. Our dinner table has always
been about people making new friends and yours should be too!
Photo: Bruce Gibson Photography

@sebandsheila
@sebcentner
@sheilacentner
@eatertainment

THE PRE-DINNER CHARCUTERIE PLATTER
For me, a charcuterie platter is a staple for entertaining. It serves as
the perfect grazing dish for guests as they mingle before a seated
fall or winter dinner. There is really no wrong way to put together a
charcuterie platter since you can add almost anything, provided the
ingredients can sit out at room temperature. There are, however, a
few tips I recommend you follow.

FALL
BACK
INTO

Firstly, when laying out your ingredients make sure to build up
different heights rather than laying everything flat. This can be
done by using cheeses of different shapes, pleating over your
cured meats for texture, building small bundles of grapes still on
the stem, or even by adding mini bowls for your condiments.
Secondly, consider varying guest preferences and try to
accommodate as many people as possible. Not everyone loves
soft cheeses like Brie or Camembert, so consider also having
perhaps a white cheddar or a crumbled Parmesan too. For your
meats, a spicy Genoa is my favourite, but for those who may have a
less adventurous palette, a simple prosciutto is the perfect choice.

ENTERTAINING
Photo: Bruce Gibson Photography

As the cooler weather arrives, Sheila
and I always look forward to bringing
our entertaining back indoors with
heartier menus and warmer décor
ideas for our dinner parties.
Finding innovative ways to present our
fall dishes is one of our favourite things
to do, and as with all our entertaining
ideas, the little touches we add to our

table make all the difference.
For this issue of The Invidiata
Magazine, we are showing three of our
most popular ideas for fall entertaining
along with one of our most helpful
tools for planning our parties.

THE MAIN COURSE PRESENTATION
The famous saying goes that “people eat with their eyes” and
nobody believes that more than us. How you present a dish can
make a huge difference in how your guests will enjoy it. Trust
us, we know. An example of this is using unexpected vessels
for traditional courses. Here we showcase a main course of
thinly sliced tenderloin over roast parsnip purée in a mushroom
rosemary jus served in a stemless wine glass. We guarantee
gasps as you bring a tray of these to the table for the main course!

We hope you and your guests love
these as much as we do!

Photo: Caitlin Cronenberg
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50 years, have revolutionized the process
for improving our homes. Their two generations
of experience in taking care of our most
prized constructions have changed, literally,
the landscape of Southern Ontario homes.
Georgian understand that homeowners are
wary of the formidable mechanisms of home
renovation. Relying on referrals from family,
friends, and neighbors can lead to bloated
costs, sub-standard work, and fractured relationships. When it comes to allowing people
not only into our homes but giving permission
to alter them, there is nothing more important
than trust. Georgian Renovations is the most
trusted luxury home renovator in Southern
Ontario, and entrusting homes in their
hands is the pride of their business.

“Georgian delivers what they promise
– we love, love, love it!” - Lily & Akim
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Georgian has a unique, ten-step process of
rethinking and renovating your home. With the
option of predesigned packages for typical
subdivision floorplans or bespoke SmartReno

By DC Rutherford

custom solutions in three distinct styles –
traditional, transitional, and modern – the
Oakville-based renovator boasts top-tier
designers and contractors who ensure an
immersive, collaborative experience in
realizing your homes’ dreams.

home begins. Throughout the process, clients
are assured of ongoing consultation, resulting
in a newly fashioned artifact. Each and
every corner, crevice, and construction is
meticulously inspected, resulting in not just
realizing, but surpassing expectations.

An initial consultation fosters a collaborative
approach, followed by and involved concept
and design development. A fully functional
design meeting brings your new home to
virtual life, allowing adjustments to be
made to the broad spectrum plan. A full
construction plan and final meeting between
the client, designer, and contract finalize
the foundational process and give way to
conceptual and practical drawings from the
design team. A final presentation ensures
that everyone is on the same page, and
the construction of a luxury renovated

Families expand and contract. Memories
are marked and remembered. The world
gets ever faster, and our lives with it. But
our homes are static, consentient constructs
that withstand time and tumult – they don’t
just house us, they comfort us. And when
we dream of renovating our comfort, we
must trust in a process that promises
perfection, luxury, and trust. Georgian
Renovations doesn’t just renovate homes,
they revel in the opportunity to enrich
the lives of those who inhabit them.

Home Town, Season 4

New series airs Sundays at 10 p.m. EP
beginning September 27

Erin and Ben Napier love their
small Mississippi hometown,
especially the old historical
houses. Using found materials
and old textiles, they’re keeping
the character of these classic
homes but giving them modern
and affordable updates. From
Erin’s imaginative hand sketches
to Ben’s custom handiwork, this
couple is bringing homes back
to life and making sure their
small town’s future is as bright
as its past.

HGTV Canada’s Family Home Overhaul provides selfless
families with major, life-changing renovations. In each episode,
host Cheryl Hickey (ET Canada) introduces a family that has been
nominated by their community for always giving back despite any hardships
they personally encounter. These homeowners always put others needs above
their own, often leaving little time for the four walls around them, whether it’s
providing shelter to those who need it, overcoming life-altering health issues,
or donating all of their time and resources to support a cause close to their heart,
these extraordinary families could use a Family Home Overhaul.

In Season 7, Drew and Jonathan Scott bring their
latest challenge to Los Angeles, where they have
three weeks to complete a living room renovation
before guest judge Orlando Soria declares a winner.

Catch up on previous HGTV Canada episodes with STACKTV, the
Global TV app, or video-on-demand through your cable subscription.
V I S I T H G T V. C A F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N A N D T H E F U L L FA L L S C H E D U L E
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THE FULLY-ELECTRIC TAYCAN,
THIS ALL-NEW MODEL—

TAYCAN
A PORSCHE OF ELECTRIFYING ACCOMPLISHMENT

C E L E BR ATI NG C L ASSI C STYL E FOR 4 0 YE AR S
BY KIM WHITE

Inspired by thoughtful and uncomplicated style,
the ALFRED SUNG design philosophy is that the
simple things are always better and for 40 years,
the brand has created and marketed fashionable
and sophisticated apparel, home fashion,
fragrance and accessories. During his design
career, Alfred Sung garnered significant attention,
acclaim and recognition in Canada and around the
world for his classic styling and timeless creations.
Nearly four decades after establishing his label
alongside Mimran Group Inc., the pre-eminent
Canadian designer, who remains a force in the
fashion and fragrance world, has decided to retire.

By Darren Dobson

In an age of spectacle, the debut of a new model from an automotive icon like Porsche demands
more than an auto show reveal, more than a celebrity-filled ad campaign, a Super Bowl spot, or a feature
film placement. When Porsche introduces a new model to the world, it requires a global audience.
On September 4th, on three continents, Porsche introduced us to the all-new Taycan, and the
automotive landscape changed forever.

Continuing the tradition of fashion-forward
tailoring, a new generation is at the helm. Leading
the brand today is Creative Director Jordin Mimran
and Merchandise Director Tamara Mimran, the
children of Saul Mimran (co-founder of the brand).
The pair are taking the company into a new
decade, and they firmly believe in the power of
e-commerce to reach customers worldwide.

The Model by which all EV models are compared too is the iconic Tesla Model S, specifically the
P100D, with ‘P’ being the Performance version with 100 kWh battery and dual motors. Specifications
reported by Tesla include acceleration for 0-100 km/h in as little as 2.6 seconds, 507 km (315 miles)
of range, with approximately 778 horsepower and 734 lb-ft of instant torque and a software
limited top speed of 155 mph (249 km/h).
Porsche’s Taycan Turbo S is a four-door sedan that is similar to the Mission
E Concept unveiled in 2015 that accelerates to 100 km/h in 2.8 seconds,
450 kilometres (279 miles) of range, with 617 horsepower (751 with
the over-boost function) and 774 pound-feet of torque.
Maximum velocity for both the Turbo and Turbo
S is 161 mph (259 km/h).

Q: What do you enjoy most about
helping people realize the dreams
they have for a custom home or
even a home renovation?

RK: I always say to my clients; tell me what the problems are and let me produce the solutions
for you. I love understanding people’s lifestyle wants and needs and then creating spaces that serve
that ultimate purpose for them. The goal is to get it perfect every time so that their
satisfaction becomes my pleasure.
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The ALFRED SUNG brand has reinvented itself
several times over the past 40 years and, just as
the pandemic has forced many apparel brands
to pivot, the Mimrans have again embraced new
approaches to business. In May of this year,
the official ALFRED SUNG online store (www.
alfredsung.com) was re-launched with a made-
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NEW
SERIES

And who better to give these families the major home renovation they need
than the talented contractors and designers from HGTV Canada? Together with
Cheryl Hickey, the reno teams pair up to meet the family, tour their property and
learn exactly what is needed to transform this family’s life in their home. They’ll
tackle each project with the homeowners in mind, getting down to the studs and
uncovering any issues that could threaten the family’s future. With the help of
friends and neighbours, these renovations are perfectly customized to reflect
each family’s unique needs.
This season, 14 HGTV Canada talent pair up to change the lives of each family,
including: Scott McGillivray, Tiffany Pratt, Sebastian Clovis, Kortney and Dave Wilson,
Brian McCourt, Mia Parres, Kate Campbell and Dave Coleman, Sarah Keenleyside,
“Brolaws” Joey Fletcher and Dave Kenney, Samantha Pynn and Tommy Smythe.

Brother vs Brother, Season 7

A GAME
CHANGER.

Family Home Overhaul

New episodes air Sundays at 9 p.m. EP
beginning October 25

Airs Sundays at 9 p.m. EP beginning September 13

Images courtesy of Porsche

Ramsin Khachi
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Interior designer Hilary Farr and real estate agent David Visentin compete for the affections of fed-up homeowners looking to either
renovate or sell, as Farr transforms their worn-out space into a welcoming one while Visentin works to find them a new home. At the end
of each hour-long episode, the homeowners decide if the changes designed by Farr are enough for them to stay in their current home
or if the new property Visentin has found better suits their needs. So whether they love it or list it, the homeowners come out on top.

2020

Georgian Renovations’
Revolutionizes Your Reno

Love It or List It, Season 9

Airs Mondays at 10 p.m. EP beginning September 7

Mother and daughter duo Karen E Laine and Mina Starsiak
are setting out to revitalize their hometown of Indianapolis one
property at a time. They’re buying up run down homes and
transforming them into stunning urban remodels. With Mina’s
real estate know-how and Karen’s no-nonsense legal background,
these ladies are unstoppable in getting a property they want
and enlisting their family’s help with demo and construction.
When it comes to exciting new homes in the city of Indianapolis,
it all comes down to the ladies of Good Bones.

FALL
PREMIERES

Renovations can be a daunting engagement. Many of
us are lost in a wild sea of something we don’t understand.
We have visions of how we’d like to reenvision, reimagine,
and recreate our sacred spaces, and yet the path to
realization is intimidating. Georgian Renovations, who
have been providing luxury home renovations for over

THE RAMSIN KHACHI
INTERVIEW:

RAMSIN KHACHI is the principle & fore front
of his custom Design + Build Company,
KHACHI DESIGN GROUP. With over 30 years
of experience, Khachi is a prominent media personality
whose influence is seen in his bespoke renovations,
commercial spaces and creative custom builds.

Good Bones, Season 5

Airs Wednesdays at 10 p.m. EP beginning September 2

to-order option, allowing customers to create a
custom size for their clothing. To start, you click
through a quick online questionnaire about
body and fit preferences, and that’s all it takes to
determine your custom fit. The clothing is then
crafted specifically for you and delivered within
3-4 weeks with free shipping,
Jordin explains that, “Quality takes time, and
we’re proud of everything we ship. If there isn’t
a customer, the clothing doesn’t get made. Each
item is special and we take care to get it just right.”
Tamara adds that, “We’re a little obsessed with
helping our customers find their perfect fit, which
is why we created the Fit Wizard,” a proprietary
online technology based on thousands of
customer data points.
Their strategy, however, is about more than just
good business acumen and impeccably fitting
clothing. Both Jordin and Tamara argue that by
producing only made-to-order clothing they are
helping to reduce over-manufacturing, which they
see as a major issue in the fashion industry. “We
have experienced it firsthand and recognize
that fashion is one of the most wasteful industries,
with over one-third of clothing manufactured
worldwide discarded without ever being
purchased. If there isn’t someone to wear it,
we won’t make it,” says Tamara.
Photo By: Jordin Mimran

WITH
SEBASTIEN
& SHEILA
CENTNER

Thirdly, have some fun and add something unexpected! My go-to
is honey served right off the honeycomb since most people likely
won’t have seen this before, but nowadays you can buy it at most
high-end grocery stores.
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